
Indefinite Pronouns (every/some/any/no)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The remainder of the committee considered that as their cue for departure,
not, however, without reassuring both Messrs. Fogg and Handy that
________thing would be all right.

1.

every

His son grunted, but said ________thing.2. no

He looked at us, smiled grimly, and whispered ________thing to one of his
companions.
3. some

The madeira having been brought, Cherami immediately drank two glasses
to restore the tone of his stomach; then he took the bill of fare, and took pains
to order the best of ________thing.

4.

every

The first half dozen responded in much the same way the Belphin he had
warned the previous day had done, by courteously acknowledging his
solicitude and assuring him there was no need for alarm; they knew all about
the Flockharts and ________thing would be all right.

5.

every

And as he held it he was troubled with a compassion and a tenderness
unlike ________thing he had ever known before.
6.

any

The taxi-man seemed about to say ________thing, but he changed his
mind.
7. some

He had been discouraged; in spite of his declaration in his letter to
Elizabeth Berry, he had wished that it were possible to run away from the Fair
Harbor and ________thing connected with it.

8.

every

About her hair, which was always most carefully dressed, there was a
________thing of disorder, like the touch of a light breath brushing gently
across her brow.

9.
some

They took the oath to speak the truth and ________thing but the truth.10. no

So there was ________thing to be done but to wait.11. no

I had little or ________thing to do in the office.12. no
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It was the Fifteenth of June, and ________thing was in readiness for
Doctor Raymond's homecoming.
13. every

Now I want to ask you ________thing confidentially.14. some

________thing for it but to go home and await her coming!15. No

About this time a young Teutonic fellow came along, and asked for
________thing to eat.
16.

some

There was ________thing for it but to change my name.17. no

She did not care, she did not want to see her daughter … she did not
want to see anyone, nor was there ________thing now in the world worth her
energy or trouble.

18.
any

In the great glare and the black he stood, as always, waiting for
________thing to happen, for the huge lonely beauty to resolve itself to a
pattern and descend and be understood.

19.
some

There was ________thing in the tone of her voice which, as she herself
was aware, almost expressed dissatisfaction.
20. some
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